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Abstract: A preconditioner for the iterative solution of symmetric linear systems which arise in Galerkin’s method is 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider the solution of a real symmetric positive definite system of linear 
equations, which arise in Galerkin type methods, by preconditioned iterative methods. The 
particular iterative method is not essential and the reader may think of the conjugate gradient 
method which is commonly used in the finite-element method or of the Richardson-Land- 
weber-Fridman [8,13,15] iteration in the context of integral equations. Our aim is to construct a 
preconditioner by decomposing the underlying finite-dimensional space into two orthogonal 
components. There is an analogy between this approach and that of preconditioning by domain 
decomposition (see [2,5,6]). This construction is quite general and will be presented in an abstract 
vector space setting. The validity of the approach depends in a crucial way on the comparability 
of two projections (see Condition (A) in Section 2). 
To describe the type of problem we consider, suppose A is a real symmetric positive definite 
matrix and we intend to solve 
Ax=b 
by some iterative method. Typically the convergence rate is determined by the condition number 
of A. Now suppose B is another real symmetric positive definite matrix; then the former 
problem is obviously equivalent to 
BAx = Bb. 
If the action of B is easy to obtain and the condition number of BA is less than that of A, then 
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B-i can be used as a preconditioner for A [3,4]. For example, the simple Richardson iteration 
X n+l = Xn + T( b - Ax”) 
is accelerated by the preconditioned scheme 
X ‘+I = xn + TB(~ -Ax”). 
If the problem arises as the result of discretization of some differential or integral equation by 
applying Galerkin’s method on some finite-dimensional space IV, then we construct a precondi- 
tioner by decomposing W= IV, @ IV,’ where IV, is a proper subspace of IV and IV,’ = { w E 
W: Qw = 0} for an appropriate projection Q. 
2. The preconditioner 
Suppose IV, c W, are nested real finite-dimensional vector spaces and let a(. , .), ( . , - ), be 
symmetric positive definite bilinear forms defined on IV,, j = 1, 2. We shall develop a precondi- 
tioner for the iterative solution of the problem: given f~ IV, find u E IV, such that 
a(u, u) = (f, U)l VUE IV,. (2.1) 
Corresponding to (2.1) we define the operators A,i : w, + W, by 
(A,u, u), = a(u, u) vu E w,. 
Clearly A, is self-adjoint and positive definite with respect to a(. , .) and ( . , .), for j = 1, 2. 
Moreover, (2.1) is equivalent to 
A,u=f. (2.2) 
For the definition of the preconditioner it is necessary to introduce two projectors. Define 
Q, : W, + W, and P, : W, + WI by 
a(@, u) = a(u, u) Vu E IV,, (Q,% u)2 = (u, u>2 v’u E w,. 
We make the following assumption regarding the relationship between P, and Q,. This 
assumption is fundamental for the construction of the preconditioner by subspace decomposi- 
tion. 
Condition (A). There exist constants (Ye and (Ye such that for all u E IV, 
a,a((l-P,)u, (l-P&)< II(~-Q,)uII,‘~~,~(<~-P,)u, (I-P,b), 
where (1 . I/ 2 denotes the norm on IV, induced by ( . , -)2. 
We are now in a position to define the preconditioner for A,. Let y > 0 be a parameter to be 
specified later and define on IV, x W, the symmetric bilinear form 
&(u, 0) = Y(U- Q,h (I- QdG + a(+, Pd. 
It follows, since Q, and P, are self-adjoint in ( . , .)2 and a( ., e), respectively, that 
b,(u, u) = Y((I- Qh, u)z + a(% u!. 
Corresponding to the form b., (. , .) we define the operator B, : W, + W, by 
b,( Bp, u) = (u, u)~ Vu E W,. 
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To compute the action of BY on a given g E W, requires that we solve the problem: find w E Wz 
such that 
b,(w, u> = (8, u)z V’uE w,. (2.3) 
We show that the solution of (2.3) can be obtained by a simple three-step procedure. First we 
define the operator Qf : W, + W, by 
(Q;w u)l= (u, u)~ VUE w,. 
To begin the procedure define wO E W, by 
bJ% u) = (g, u)z vu E IV,. 
Clearly by( w,,, u) = a( P,w,, u) = a(~,, u) and (g, u)* = (Qpg, u)~. Therefore it follows that 
A,w, = QFg and wO = A1-‘QFg. The problem A,w, = QFg is a lower dimensional analogue of 
(2.1). Moreover, wO = P,w since b,(w, u) = b,,( wo, u) = a(P,w, u) for u E WI. Having de- 
termined wO we write (2.3) as 
y((J- Q,>w u)z = (8, u)z - a(~,, u>, 
and define w1 E W, by 
(2.4) 
w,=w,+y -l(g-APO). 
From (2.4) it is easy to see that w, - wO = (I- Ql)w. Finally we define UJ* E W, by 
a(w,, u> = (g, u)* - a(+, u) v’u E w,. 
Clearly w2 = A;‘Qf( g - A,w,) = wO - P,w,, since QFA, = A,P,. Now it follows that 
WI + w* = w, + wg - P,w, = (I- P,)w, + P,w 
=(I-P,)(wo+(Z-Q,)w)+P,w=(Z-P,)w+P,w=w. 
To summarize, the action BYg = w is computed by the following algorithm: 
(i) solve A,w o = Qyg; 
(ii) set w1 = wO + yP’( g - A,w,); 
(iii) solve A,w, = Qp(g - A,w,);then w = w1 + w2 = BYg. 
Note that wO and w 2 are elements of WI with w1 - wO E IV,’ , where W,’ = { w E W,: Qlw = 
O}. Clearly W, = W, C3 W,' . In addition there is a simple identity relating A, and B,. To derive 
this identity we apply the above algorithm to g = A,u. Then it is easy to show that 
w,=P,u; hence w,-u=(P,-Z)u; 
w, - u = (I - y-‘A*)( w. - u); hence w1 - u = (I - yplAz)( P, - Z) u; 
w*=P,(u-w,); hence w-u= -(I-P,)(Z-y-‘A,)(Z-P,)u. 
Since w - u = - ( I - B, A,) u, we have the following identity: 
I-B,A*=(Z-P,)(Z-y-‘A2)(Z-PI). (2.5) 
The operator B, is invertible for any positive y and from (2.5) it follows that B, is self-adjoint 
with respect to the inner product ( . , *)2. 
For By’ to be an effective preconditioner for A, it is necessary that the condition number K 
of B,A2 is not large. To estimate this condition number it is sufficient to compare the forms 
a(., a) and b,(., s). 
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Lemma 1. For all u E W, 
C,b,(u, u) G a(u, u) < Gb,(u, u), 
where C, = min{l, l/(yq)} and C, = max{l, l/(ua~>}. 
Proof. By orthogonality 
a(u, u) =a(P,u, u) +a((I-P,)u, u), 
and the result follows directly by Condition (A). 0 
Using the definitions of the operators A, and B, and Lemma 1 there follows 
C,(B,‘u, Z&G (A,u, u)z =s C#+, u)l, 
which implies that the condition number K = K( B, A2) is bounded above by C,/C,. Of course we 
want K to be as small as possible. Hence we should choose y so that l/a, < y d l/a,, in which 
case, we have the bound: K < a2/aI. 
Using the following lemma we can establish our main result. 
Lemma 2. Suppose A and B are self-adjoint positive definite linear operators on a real inner product 
space V with inner product (. , .). If there exist constants X, and h, such that 
A,(Bv, u) =z (Au, u) <X,(Bu, v) Vu E V, 
then 
h,(A-‘0, v) < (B-b, u) <X,(AP’v, u) Vu E V. 
The proof of the lemma is straightforward and is left to the reader. The following result says 
that I - B,A, is a reducer in the a( *, .) inner product. 
Theorem 3. For any u E W, and y > l/a, 
0 G a((I- B,A2) 
Proof. We have for any u E W, 
a((& B,A,)u, u) =a(u, u) -a(B,A,u, u) = (A,u, u)~- (A,B,A,u, u)2 
= (A+, u)l- (B,A,u, A,&, (2.6) 
since A, is self-adjoint. Now by Lemma 1 we have for v E W, 
C,(B,*v, v)z < (A+, v)2 G C,(B,‘v, v>z, 
and hence by Lemma 2 there follows 
C,(A,‘v, V)~G (Bp, u)I< C,(A,‘u, u)z. 
In particular for u = A,u we get 
C,( A,u, u)l< (BY&u, A,u), =s C&&u> u)z- (2.7) 
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The result follows directly from (2.6) and (2.7) together with the observation that by (2.5) 
a((~-By4)u, u) =a((l-B,A,)(I-P,)u, (I-PJU), 
and hence we may replace u in (2.6) and (2.7) by (I- P,) u. 0 
In view of the theorem the optimal choice for y would appear to be y = l/a,. 
We conclude this section with a few remarks about generalizations of the preconditioner. First 
we observe that step (ii) of the algorithm for B, consists of one step of the iteration 
W m+l =Wm+Ypl(g-&w,), 
with initial guess wO. An obvious generalization would be to iterate m > 1 times in step (ii) of the 
algorithm. However, the resultant preconditioner does not correspond to the form b,( ., .). 
Moreover, it is not clear that this is beneficial. 
Also, it is possible to extend the construction to a k-level nest of subspaces. Suppose 
IV-, c IV, c . . . c W, are nested real vector spaces. On I+$ are defined real symmetric positive 
definite bilinear forms a(. , .) and ( . , .)J. Define projectors P,, Q, : Wj+ 1 + W, and QY : W,+, 
+ W, as before. Let A, be defined by 
(A,u, u),=a(u, u) for all UE wj. 
A preconditioner for A,, call it B,, can be constructed inductively as follows. Set B, = B, and 
assume Bj_l has been defined. For f~ yi define the operator B, : Wj + W, by the algorithm: 
(i’) find wo = B,-,Q,o-if; 
(ii’) set w, = w. + y,-‘(f- Ajwo); 
(iii’) find w2 = B,-,Q;-,(f-A,w,); 
then set ll,f = w2 + wl_ 
By an analysis similar to [4] it can be shown that I - B,A, is a reducer in the a(. , -) inner 
product but the reduction factor depends on k, the number of levels. We do not pursue this here. 
The simplest preconditioned iterative method for (2.2) is the method 
u n+l = U, + TBy( f- A,u,). 
If we let 11 . 11 a = (A,. , -)i and set e, = u - u, where u solves (2.2), then by Theorem 3 
II e,, II a G P II en-1 II UT 
where p=max{ 11 -71, 11 -781) and 6 = 1 - l/(ycy,) < 1. The optimal choice of r is r = 
2/(2 - 6) with a resultant reduction per iteration of a/(2 - 8) = p. 
3. Applications 
The first application we present is that of the numerical solution of an elliptic boundary value 
problem by the finite-element method. Let D be a polygonal domain lR2 and consider the 
Dirichlet problem 
LU=f inSZ, 
U=O on ati, 
200 
where 
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Lv=- ; 
I,/=1 ax; 
We assume that the 2 x 2 matrix of coefficients { a,,} is uniformly positive definite and 
symmetric on 52. 
Our aim here is to define the appropriate forms and establish that Condition (A) is valid in 
this setting. The form used in the finite-element method is the bilinear form corresponding to the 
operator L and is defined by 
a(u, v) = ; /aij$$ dx. 
I.J=l ’ J ’ 
The form a(. , . ) is defined f or all U, v E H’( fin>, the Sobolev space of distributions whose 
derivatives are in L2( 52). The subspace of H’( fi) defined by the completion of smooth functions 
with support in a, with respect to the norm of H’(Q), is denoted by Hi( 0). Functions in Hi( 3) 
vanish on ati in a weak sense. Now U is the solution of 
u(U, V) = (f, V) for all u E Hi(Q), 
where ( ., .) denotes the L2( i2) inner product (see, e.g. [7]). 
We define the subspaces W, of HA(a) as follows. For j = 1, 2 let 52 be triangulated with the 
quasi-uniform triangulation Q = U,T,’ where T,’ is a triangle. We assume the triangulation is of 
size h, and that the triangulations are nested in the sense that each triangle Ti can be written as 
a union of triangles of { T; }. We define the subspace WJ of HA( 52) to be the set of piecewise 
linear functions, with respect to the triangulation U;q, which vanish on aQ. It is well known [7] 
that the functions in WJ satisfy the following: there exist constants C, and C, such that 
a(~, 4 6 C,h;* II u ll;2(nJ, ~4 E w,, (3.1) 
i& I/ u - u II L,(a) d C& a(~, 4, r.4 E H;(G). (3.2) 
I 
The first inequality is called an inverse property for the finite elements and the second inequality 
gives a basic approximation theoretic property of the subspace W,. We assume that h, < qh, for 
some constant q. It is clear that IV, c W,. 
To avoid the inversion of L, Gram matrices, we define ( . , .)j as a discrete analogue of the 
L2( a) inner product. Let { x; } be the set of vertices corresponding to the triangulation for W,. 
Then we define 
It is known [l] that the quasi-uniformity of the triangulations implies that the forms (., .)Lz(aj 
and (e, .>/ are equivalent on the subspace W,. Thus for some constants C, and C, and any 
where )] . 1) J denotes the norm induced by the inner product ( . , . ),. 
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Now we are in a position to establish Condition (A) for the finite-element method. Using the 
inverse property (3.1) gives 
d C,@;*II(I- Q&II;, UE w,, 
and hence (pi = C;‘C’;2h:. 
On the other hand, the approximation property (3.2) gives 
II+Q,bll,‘= ll(~-Q,)(~-P,)uII,‘~C,2,,~~ II~-(~-f’~bIl:~cn, I 
< C5p2C4h;a((l- P,)u, (I- P,)u), 
and hence a2 = C,-2C,q2h~. 
Thus, in this example, the condition number K has the upper bound 
K( ByA,) < 2 = C,2C,-*C,C,q2, 
which is independent of h, (where we have assumed that y = l/(~i). The largest eigenvalue of A, 
is on the order of h;* and in fact it is not difficult to show that a permissable choice for y is any 
(reasonable) upper bound for the maximum eigenvalue of A,. 
The solution of the finite-element problem: find u E W, such that 
a@, u) = (f, u>, u E w,, 
is equivalent to 
a(& u) = (f: u)*, u E w,, (3.3) 
where {E W, is chosen such that ( f: u)2 = (f, u) f or all u E W,. It follows that B, can be used 
as a preconditioner for the iterative solution of (3.3). The action of B,, in the jargon of multigrid 
methods [14], could be called an inverted 2-level V-cycle. Note that no elliptic regularity is 
required in establishing the validity of Condition (A) and hence this 2-level multigrid method has 
reduction factor 6 < 1 which is independent of hj and regularity. 
The choice of the subspaces is by no means limited to piecewise linear elements. For example 
one could choose W, to consist of continuous piecewise cubits relative to some triangulation and 
choose I+‘, to consist of continuous piecewise linear functions relative to the same triangulation. 
Obviously many other possibilities exist. 
The second application is that of solving a first-kind Fredholm integral equation using 
piecewise linear functions on a uniform grid. For simplicity we consider an integral operator K 
on L,[O,l] defined by 
Ku(s) = k’k(s, t)u(t) dt, 
where the kernel k is square integrable on [O,l] x [O,l]. Such an integral operator is compact and 
hence the problem: given g E L,[O,l], find u E L,[O,l] such that 
Ku=g (3.4) 
is usually ill-posed. A standard approach for such problems is to seek the least squares solution 
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of minimal norm for (3.4). That is, one seeks the solution of minimal norm to the normal 
equation 
K”Ku= K*g, (3.5) 
where K* denotes the adjoint of K with respect to L[O,l]. We assume that the nullspace of K* 
is trivial (for simplicity). There are several ways to approximate the minimal norm least squares 
solution. Perhaps the most well understood method is that of Tikhonov regularization [9]. We 
shall define a variant of the regularization method of recent origin [12] and show how this fits 
into the setting of this paper. 
We define the form 
A(u, U) = (K*u, K*u) +h(u, u), 
where (e, .) d enotes the usual inner product on L,[O,l] and A >, 0 is the regularization 
parameter. Then if V is an appropriate finite-dimensional subspace of L,[O,l], one gets an 
approximation to the solution of minimal norm of (3.4) 
A(z, 0) = (g, 0) VUE V. 
by solving: find z E V such that 
Then w = K *z is the regularized approximate solution. 
This approach was analyzed in [12], with a criterion for the selection of h, using piecewise 
linear functions for V. Specifically let N be an integer and set h, = l/N and t,! = ih,. Then IV, is 
the set of functions which are linear on each subinterval [ tf , tf+ ,I, 0 < i < N - 1, and continuous 
on [O,l]. The space IV, is constructed in the same manner with h, = h,/2P and t,? = ih, for 
0 < i 6 2PN and some p >, 1. Then IV, c W, are subspaces of L,[O,l] which satisfy the same 
inverse property and approximation property on [O,l] as was given in the first example on fi. In 
[12] the method given by: find z E IV, such that 
46 4 = (g, u), u E w,, (3.6) 
was considered and the resultant linear system was solved directly. Here we want to show how to 
construct a preconditioner which can be used for the iterative solution of (3.6). Again, to avoid 
the inversion of Gram matrices on L,[O,l] we define 
(u, u)~= hj&&‘)u(t$. 
i 
The norms II . II L2[o,ll and II . II 2 are equivalent on IV, and from [16] we have 
Define the form 
a(u, u) = (K*u, K*u) +X(u, u)z. 
Choose 2 E IV, such that (g, u) = (2, u)~ f or all u E IV,. Then we can solve the problem 
+, 4 = (8, 42, UE J+,-,, (3.7) 
by an iterative method using the preconditioner B,. Solving (3.7) is equivalent to solving (3.6) but 
with a slightly different choice of A. It remains to show that Condition (A) is satisfied. Let 
& = I] K*(I - .!Fi) I] = I](1 - Y,)K 1) where 9, : L,[O,l] + W, is the orthogonal projection. 
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Assume that K: L,[O,l] -+ H2[0,1] is bounded, where H*[O,l] denotes the second-order Sobolev 
space on the interval [O,l]. We denote this norm of K by ]I K I] “1. Then 
PI = sup ( inf II KU - 0 II L,[O,l] 3 
II 4 1.2,,l.11=1 LIE w, 
> 
and by well-known approximation properties of IV, (see, e.g., [lo]) 
Pi < C,h: ,/u ,,,, 2,” .,,= I{ IIWH~,0,1,~ =GGII~IlfP sup 
for some constant C,. Define the operator i2 : W, + W, by 
(K*u, K*u) = (I&l, u)2 VUE IV,, (3.8) 
and let p denote the minimal eigenvalue of i,. The estimate for the condition number involves 
both p and &. First we show that ,8: is an upper bound for p. We have 
It is clear that A, = i’, + X1. For any u E IV, we have 
ll(I- Q,>ull,‘=((I- Q,b, (I-J’h),= (hG’(~- Q,>w (I-P,)42 
= (A;i(I- Qi)u, &I- P,)u),, 
and hence by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
lItI- Q~)~l12’~I~Az’(~-Q,,~l~,lj~~(~-p,,~I12~ 
Using the estimate I] A,: I] 2 < (X + p)-’ (see, e.g., [12]) gives the bound 
and hence a2 = (X + p) -’ in Condition (A). To determine (Y, we have the estimate for u E IV2 
a((l-P,)u, (I-P&) <a((I-p,)u, (=a,>~) G (B:+6h) II(~-~d41,22~o,~l 
~(Y:+~A)II(I-Q,,~llt,,o,,,~(~:+6~)ll(~-Q,,~lI,’, 
where we have used the equivalence of the norms ]I * II 2 and (1 . 11 L,~o,ll on IV,. From this it 
follows that (Y, = (@ + 6X)-’ and hence we have the condition number bound (for y d l/a,> 
whereas it is known [12] that the condition number of A, = z2 + XI is of the order of (h + I*)-‘. 
In general the bound for K is not independent of hi, however for the choice A = &? we have 
K < 7. For y = l/a, and h = fit the reduction factor, 6 = 1 - l/( ya,), in Theorem 3 satisfies 
s< $. 
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Note that K( B, A,) = /3:/p for X = 0. For the choice A = 0 the application of a variant of 
conjugate gradients to (3.4) was considered in [ll]. This approach may be appropriate for mildly 
ill-posed problems and our preconditioner can be applied in this context or for h > 0 as well. 
To illustrate the effect of the preconditioner we consider the solution of (3.7) with X = 0 by the 
iteration 
u n+l =“,++-z&I& 
where I?2 is defined by (3.8) and K is the integral operator with kernel 
(3.9) 
I+, t) = 
i 
~(1 -t) if .s<t, 
t(1 -3) if S> t. 
The space IV, consists of continuous piecewise linear functions on a uniform grid of spacing 
h, = 8. Then u, = K *u,, is an approximation to the minimal norm solution u = K *u of (3.5). 
We have chosen g(s) = ;(s - s3) so that u(t) = t is the unique solution of (3.5). 
Let e, = u - u, and u - u,, = en, then 
II e, II G P” II e. II 2 
where p denotes the spectral radius of I - ~12~ and ]I e, ]I * = ( i2en, E,)~. We determine the 
reduction factor p experimentally by performing m = 100 iterations and computing 
=: Ilemll 1’m 
P - 
i 1 lIeoIl . 
The initial error is I] e, I] = 0.1023949 and ]I elOO I] = 0.1021254 using the optimal choice of 7. 
This gives an average reduction per iteration of p = 0.999974. 
We accelerate (3.9) by using the preconditioned method 
W n+1 =w,+~B(ff-&w,), (3.10) 
where B = B4 is the 4-level method defined by algorithm (if)-(iii’) and, in this context, W, 
consists of piecewise linear functions on the uniform grid of size hi = 2-2-j and A, = k4 is a 
65 x 65 matrix. Thus the operator R4 in (3.10) is the same as i2 in (3.9) and W, for (3.10) is the 
same as FV, for (3.9). We used yj = hp in (ii’). 
Each application of B4 requires the direct solution (by forward and back substitution) of eight 
9 x 9 linear systems having the same coefficient matrix A,. Using the same initial guess, i.e., 
w. = uo, we found that ]I es0 ]I = 0.06079708 with r = 1. This gives an average reduction per 
iteration of p = 0.977. To reduce the error to this level using (3.9) with the optimal 7 would 
require about 20050 iterations. That is, 50 iterations of (3.10) with 7 = 1 is equivalent to over 
20000 iterations of (3.9) with the optimal choice of 7. 
At present we are performing additional numerical experiments with several integral operators 
using a many-level version of the preconditioner with both conjugate gradient and 
Richardson-Landweber-Fridman iterative methods. 
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